
♘CHUBU RAPID OPEN CHESS TOURNAMENT ２０２４♘

Date: May 19th, 2024

Venue: Will Aichi (Meeting room 5)

Address: Kamitatesuginocho 1, Higashi-ku, Nagoya City, Aichi Prefecture

Format: FIDE･JCF official rating game (Rapid)

Swiss 5rounds 25 minutes (+10 seconds /move from first move )

Prizes: Open 1st-3rd place A･B class 1st, Plate&Prize

Total prize 100,000 yen

Open (for all competitors)

1st place 40,000 yen

2nd place 25,000 yen

3rd place 15,000 yen

A class (FIDE rating U-1800) 1st 10,000 yen

B class (FIDE rating U-1500) 1st 10,000 yen

Participation prize

(UR is for Open only/Multiple class prizes possible/If points same, prize equally divided)

Schedule:

Opening (reception confirmation required) 9:00~ 3round 13:00

Paring and competition explanation 9:50 4round 14:30

1round 10:00 5round 16:00

2round 11:30 Prize giving ceremony around 17:50

Arbiter: Nagoya Chess Club Horie,Takahiro TD: Nagoya Chess Club Fujisawa,Hiroshi



Remarks:

It is FIDE and JCF official rapid game. Game record is not required.

The starting order will be in order of FIDE, Japan national rating, and alphabetical name.

FIDE rating will be applied to A･B classification rating.

The rating of A･B class may change depending on the participation situation.

In the case of the same points, the ranking is determined in the order of Buchholz, SB, and Performance.

Forced bye by pairing is treated as one win.

Except for the final round, rounds that are offered not to participate in advance(by the paring time of previous

rounds) will be 1/2 win.

If absent at the 1st round pairing start time, may be considered Bye (1/2).

Turn off the power of mobile phones and electric devices. If there is a call/use/carry, the game is lost.

The schedule may change depending on the progress.

Cooperate with the infectious disease control compliance in the tournament guide.(JCF guideline)

Eligibility: JCF members (If not member, need to register in advance) ※FIDE.ID required

Participation fee: 7,000 yen (less than 18 years old 5,000 yen ) ※Bank transfer by May 17th

In case of bank transfer by May 10th, 6,000 yen (4,000 yen under 18 years old)

Mitsubishi UFJ Bank Kanayama branch (ordinary account)【288-0298247 名古屋チェスクラブ】

Yucho Bank 【12120-79242231 名古屋チェスクラブ】

From other banks to Yucho Bank【218-ordinary account-7924223 名古屋チェスクラブ】

＊GM･IM free ＊Note that the participation fee once paid will not be refunded.

Deadline for application: May 17th, 2024 (Capacity 40 players)

Application: Nagoya Chess Club (Horie) Tel: 052-671-0393 E-mail:nagoyachessclub@gmail.com

(Name/JCF.ID/FIDE.ID/Tournament name)

NAGOYA CHESS CLUB


